The computational demands of community detection algorithms such as Louvain and spectral optimization can be prohibitive for large networks. Eigenvector centrality and Katz centrality are two network statistics commonly used to describe the relative importance of nodes; and their calculation can be closely approximated on large networks by scalable iterative methods. In this paper, we present and leverage a surprising relationship between Katz centrality and eigenvector centrality to detect communities. Beyond the computational gains, we demonstrate that our approach identifies communities that are as good or better than conventional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In complex network analysis, community detection is often employed to find meaningful insights into the underlying organization of nodes. Discerning which nodes are best grouped together provides great utility for applications such as efficient data routing [1] , electronic virus and worm containment [2] , as well as aiding in network reconstruction [3] . Most community detection algorithms assign node class such that modularity is maximized. Modularity (Q) is a measure of the isolation between communities, and is calculated by the difference between the observed fraction of edges between like nodes (i.e., nodes of the same class) and the fraction of edges expected at random [4] ,
for a graph with n nodes and m edges, n × n adjacency matrix A, and where k i and c i are the degree and class of node i. Thus, for Q > 0 there are more edges between like nodes than would be expected at random, indicating assortative mixing (segregation between node classes). Likewise, for Q < 0 there are fewer edges between like nodes than expected, indicating disassortative mixing.
While in theory Q is bounded above by 1, most network structures do not result in 0 expected edges between like nodes with randomly assigned edges. Therefore, a network with Q greater than 0 signifies assortative mixing, but not necessarily the strength of assortative mixing. For that we must find the maximum possible value of Q, Q max ,
The second term is the same as that of (1), but all edges are assumed to be between like nodes by setting the first * markditsworth@protonmail.com † jruths@utdallas.edu term to 1. Normalizing Q by Q max gives a more complete quantifier of the strength of assortative mixing. Q may only be 0.3, but if Q max is only 0.34, then the network is nearly as assortatively mixed as it can be. Thus it is common to show normalized modularity, or to show Q max in addition to Q. True maximization of modularity is NP-complete [5] , so modularity-maximization algorithms implement iterative heuristics to guide the search. Simple modularity maximization [6] and the Louvain method [7] are both based on the process of iterating through node class assignments, and selecting them based on maximum increase (or minimal decrease) in the modularity of the communities. In comparison, spectral modularity maximization [8] attempts to maximize modularity analytically using a relaxation of the original mixed-integer optimization problem, ultimately by finding the leading eigenvector of the defined modularity matrix.
Each of these community detection algorithms requires either numerous iterations through combinatorial partitions of the network nodes or linear algebraic operations on the adjacency matrix. More recent literature on community detection extends the use of these methods, altering calculations and processes, but do not deviate from the iterative maximization of modularity [9, 10] . For large complex networks the computational and memory requirements often prove impractical.
This work demonstrates the utility of Katz centrality and eigenvector centrality as indicators of community membership in large undirected networks. This method is shown to produce well-defined communities when sufficient modularity is present in the network, which is a limitation shared by all modularity-based community detection methods. The proposed method is also shown to complete in a much faster runtime. Based on our datasets our proposed approach has runtimes as low as 8.6% of the Louvain community detection runtime for smaller networks, and 0.02% of the Louvain runtime for larger networks.
Section II details the mathematical principles behind the proposed community detection method. Section III describes the clustering algorithm used to label community members. Section IV demonstrates the behavior of the Katz vs. eigenvector centrality plots using ad-hoc modular networks formed from random graphs. Section V illustrates the utility of eigenvector and Katz centrality as features for community detection in real-world networks. Finally, Section VI provides compares the proposed community detection method to the widely-used Louvain method. All associated code supporting this work is made available [11] .
II. EIGENVECTOR AND KATZ CENTRALITY
Eigenvector centrality is based on the idea that a node's importance is related to the importance of its neighbors. The eigenvector centrality of node i (x i ) is measured by the scaled sum of the eigenvector centralities of its neighbors,
where λ 1 is the leading eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A, and
. This is clearly the eigenvector equation; hence the name eigenvector centrality. For large networks, calculating the spectral decomposition of A is computationally demanding. But (3) can be solved iteratively, until
This results in a close approximation of the leading eigenvector of A without consuming as much memory as directly solving (3). Katz centrality is calculated similarly to eigenvector centrality, but with free centrality β given to all nodes [13] ,
Katz centrality is then,
If α is 0, all nodes' centralities are β. If α is 1 λ1 , (I − αA) is singular, the inverse is undefined and the centralities diverge. For 0 ≤ α < 1 λ1 , the centralities converge. This centrality measure was created to account for the fact that acyclic structures in directed graphs can yield nodes with zero eigenvector centrality. The free centrality guarantees all nodes have at least some centrality.
It is evident from (4) and (5) that generally speaking, a node's Katz centrality is greater than it's eigenvector centrality. However, the addition of free centrality has greater consequences. Recall that eigenvector centrality comes from the leading eigenvector of the adjacency matrix, thereby only describing the most dominant mode of the network. This causes the localization of eigenvector centrality commonly seen in modular networks [14] . Here localization is meant to express that the centrality is -to a greater extent than we desire -confined (localized) to a certain collection of nodes, despite the existence of other collections that appear to have similar importance.
It is also argued in [14] that Katz centrality is a more robust measure of centrality than eigenvector centrality. From (6), the inverse operation can be expressed as a power series
Since we consider undirected networks, the adjacency matrix A is symmetric and will the have orthogonal eigenvectors u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n with eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n . We can represent β1 in this new eigenbasis as a 1 u 1 + a 2 u 2 +· · · + a n u n , for some a 1 , . . . , a n . Combining with (7), Katz centrality from (6) becomes
which is equivalently expressed as
With the condition that α < 1 λ1 , each infinite sum will converge. Thus, it is clear that Katz centrality spans the entire eigenbasis of A. The localization of centrality in modular networks will be significantly reduced with Katz centrality compared to eigenvector centrality. It is this presence or lack of localization in eigenvector and Katz centrality that when taken together makes them a reliable indicator of modularity in undirected networks.
In fact, in this work we leverage the localization of eigenvector centrality against the robustness of Katz centrality in sufficiently modular networks to identify the communities that give rise to the observed modularity. In particular, if the Katz centralities of the nodes of a modular network were to be plotted against their eigenvector centralities (hereafter referred to as a KE plot), we expect that eigenvector centrality values of nodes in separate communities to be more distinct than they are using Katz centality. Indeed, this is the picture we see in Figures 2(a) and 3(a).
III. CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Unsupervised learning algorithms segment data into distinct clusters based on their spatial similarity rather than on prior knowledge of class membership. K-means [15] , DBSCAN [16] , and agglomerative clustering [17] are commonly-used algorithms that identify clusters in unlabeled data. The central focus of this article is to advance the idea of using both Katz and eigenvector centrality for community detection, so we have chosen a simple technique to provide clustering, using a line detection method similar to the Radon transformation [18] . We expect future work to be able to optimize the clustering algorithm further.
As seen in Figures 2(a) and 3(a), the clusters we seek to identify are aligned to distinct linear trends. Thus, we look to find lines that optimally divide the cluster regions, as depicted in Figure 1 (a). Line L(φ) goes through the origin, forming angle φ with the x-axis. We then exclude data points that have greater than w orthogonal distance from line L, and calculate S, the sum of squared orthogonal distances of the remaining points from line L,
where
Since the KE plot contains points in the first quadrant only, we sweep φ from 0 o to 90 o , and look for local minima in the S vs. φ plot (after applying a moving average filter). For each φ i that corresponds to a local minimum, we use L(φ i ) as a decision boundary between clusters.
This clustering method depends on three hyperparameters: d, the step size of the φ sweep, and the window size of the moving average filter. A primary benefit of this clustering method is the ability to detect multiple clusters, since it identifies k + 1 clusters for k local minima in the the S vs. φ plot.
IV. KE PLOTS OF AD-HOC MODULAR NETWORKS
We demonstrate the utility of the KE plot first on synthetic, ad-hoc modular networks. These networks are constructed to guarantee the existence of two communities, but with tunable modularity and relative density.
The ad-hoc modular networks are formed as follows. Two random graphs are generated with n 1 and n 2 nodes and m 1 and m 2 edges, respectively. In this work we use the Erdős-Rényi (ER) model [19] and the Barabási-Albert (BA) model [20] . Each of these models are tunable by a single parameter (ER -the probability p of edge existance; BA -the number of edges q added by each node) and we use these to control the density of the networks.
The two networks are then joined by adding µ edges between (uniformly) randomly selected nodes from each, thereby creating one network of two communities. Increasing µ decreases the modularity of the network and vice versa.
Figure 2(a) shows the plot of the normalized Katz vs eigenvector centrality of ad-hoc modular networks. When calculating Katz centrality, α and β are set to 0.001 and 1, respectively. In order to allow for comparison across different networks, Katz and eigenvector centralities are normalized to be between [0, 1]. Because of this normalization, as long as α < λ 1 , the α and β values make no difference in the resulting KE plot.
The green community is created to be more dense than the blue, and there are clear differences in the KE plot. A linear regression of each community shows differing slope, and there is a shift in the lowest eigenvector centrality and Katz centrality of each community.
Performing parameter sweeps of p (for ER) or q (for BA) and of µ allows for the characterization of the KE plot across varying modularities and differences in density between the communities. We calculate the density of a community by
the fraction of the possible edges that exist within the kth community. When the ad-hoc networks are created, the density of each subnetwork is calculated before they are joined. Figures 2(b) -(d) refer to the density ratio. This is the ratio for the density of the sparser (blue) community to that of the denser (green) community. As this ratio gets closer to 1, it is understood that the densities of the communities become more similar. Figure 2(b) shows that since the angle θ between the clusters increases with modularity, higher assortative mixing in the network is associated with more separability in the KE plot. As the density ratio of the communities approach equivalency, θ becomes more sensitive to modularity. A near-linear relationship at lower density ratios turns more quadratic at higher density ratios. At low density ratios and high modularity, the sparse cluster on the KE plot loses its clear linear trend, causing the linear regression to perform erratically and subsequently causes the increased variance in θ seen in Figures 2(b)-(d) at high modularity and low density ratio.
In addition to θ changing with modularity and density ratio, the euclidean distance between the bases of the two clusters, d, changes as well. Figure 2(c) shows d increasing with stronger assortative mixing and decreasing with higher density ratio. Again, we see the higher sensitivity to modularity when the density ratio approaches 1.
The relative size of the dense and sparse clusters is also dependent on modularity and density. Figure 2(d) shows the cluster length ratio between the communities: l 1 /l 2 . As modularity increases, l 1 /l 2 decreases. The closer the communities' densities are to each other, the higher modularity required to achieve a similar difference between l 1 and l 2 .
The fact that differences in community density, connectivity, and modularity result in discernible differences in the KE plot suggests that this plot can be useful for community detection in networks. Similar outcomes for ad-hoc networks constructed with the ER model (see Figure 3) indicate that networks with exponential or scalefree degree distributions are both apt to demonstrate this phenomenon. 
V. PERFORMANCE ON REAL WORLD NETWORKS
To further test this proposed community detection method we look at real-world networks. Networks with predetermined "ground-truth" communities are especially of interest since they can provide a measurable benchmark. However, it should be noted that the existence of "ground-truth" communities may not translate to a strong assortatively mixed network. For example, in a network of United States congressional seats based on vote-sharing, we can define "ground-truth" communities by gender or age. But the modularity due to these communities will not out-perform that caused by communities of political party [21] .
One network with predetermined "ground-truth" communities is the DBLP network [22] obtained from the Stanford Network Analysis Project [23] . The DBLP is a co-authorship network of computer science publications. "Publication venue, e.g, journal or conference, defines an individual ground-truth community; authors who published to a certain journal or conference form a community."
There are 317,080 nodes in over 5,000 "ground truth" communities in this network. We sample the nodes in the two largest communities and take the induced subgraph, leaving our network with 13,326 nodes. Since communities are defined from publication venue, it is possible for nodes to belong to multiple communities. The KE plot is shown in Figure 4 (a). The orange and blue dots represent the nodes in communities one and two, respectively, and the green dots are nodes that are in both.
We see two distinct vectors in the KE plot: one dominated by primarily blue nodes, and the other dominated by orange and green. The wide angle between them suggests high modularity. In fact, between the two distinct communities, Q = 0.438, and Q/Q max = 0.827.
Assume that these labels were not provided before hand. Using our clustering method, we can define two communities of nodes in the KE plot. The results of this clustering is shown in Figure 4 (b). Assuming these two node groupings, Q = 0.019 and Q/Q max = 0.567. The modularity is 70% of that seen with the "ground-truth" community labels. Q is so low here due to the imbalance in cluster size. The orange cluster consists of only 462 nodes, whereas the blue cluster contains the remaining 12,864 nodes. Thus, only a small fraction of the edges can be contained in the orange cluster.
As suggested by the trends in Section IV, lack of modular communities results in little-to-no distinguishable clusters in the KE plot. This is illustrated in a YouTube friendship network, where "ground-truth" communities are defined by user groups [22, 24] . The KE plot of this network is shown in Figure 4 of the two communities on the plot indicates low modularity: Q = 0.049 and Q/Q max = 0.109. In this case, the "ground-truth" communities do not reflect the properties of communities from a network perspective.
Similarly, two largest "ground-truth" communities in the Amazon product network [22, 24] contain the same nodes. As a result, Q = 0 and the KE plot of the two communities are completely overlapped. These two defined communities are not reflected strongly in the network structure. But, as depicted in Figure 4 (d), there are two clusters of nodes identified. Using these communities, where Q = 0.324 and Q/Q max = 0.796, provides more insight into network-relevant groupings compared to the "ground-truth" communities.
Many, if not most, networks do not contain "ground truth" communities, hence the need for community detection algorithms. We now show the applicability of the KE community detection method to other real-world networks without "ground-truth" communities, and judge its effectiveness solely by the normalized modularity achieved from the detected communities.
We sample the 5-core dataset of Amazon health product reviews [25] from January to July of 2014. A review network is constructed where nodes (user accounts) are connected with weighted edges representing the number of common products reviewed. The resulting network has 25,026 nodes. Figure 4 (e) shows the KE plot of this network after applying the clustering algorithm to identify communities. With the assigned communities modularity is quite high: Q = 0.372 and Q/Q max = 0.777. There are no "ground-truth" communities given for this network, but the high normalized modularity indicates good detection of communities.
The KE community detection method has shown the ability to detect more than two communities. Figure  4 (f) shows the KE plot of another Amazon review network of beauty products (created the same way as the health product network). Here, there are three clear clusters, indicating three communities in the 13,043 node network. With these defined communities, Q = 0.202 and Q/Q max = 0.645. A summary of these findings is shown in Table I .
VI. ON THE QUALITY OF THE DETECTED COMMUNITIES
We evaluate the quality of the KE community detection method from two perspectives: the modularity and speed compared to the Louvain method. Figure 5 shows two KE plots of an ad-hoc modular network. Louvain community detection was performed, finding sixteen communities. However, as shown in Figures  5(a) and 5(b) , these sixteen communities can be combined into two communities (1,2,4,5 and the remaining) that mostly display the previously exhibited trends in the KE plot. With the eleven communities detected from Louvain, Q = 0.228 and Q/Q max = 0.299. By taking the two larger communities suggested by the KE plots in Figure 5 , and reassigning the outlier nodes, we have Q = 0.309 and Q/Q max = 0.940; slightly higher modularity, but much higher normalized modularity than the communities resulting from Louvain. We take as validation the fact that the communities found using our KE approach both align with the communities found by Louvain and also that the proposed method provides increased modularity scores.
The superior speed of the KE method is another capability of the proposed method. Table II gives a sideby-side comparison of the wall times and modularities for Louvain community detection and the KE method on the real-world Amazon product network and three adhoc modular networks. Louvain calculation time grows at a much faster rate with respect to node/edge number. For large networks with millions of nodes, a highly distributed compute infrastructure is needed to perform Louvain community detection in reasonable time [26] . Conversely, the KE method will continue to be able to perform on the order of seconds for large scale networks. Regarding modularity, both methods result in comparable modularities or normalized modularities, though some of the examples show the Louvain method performing better. The simplistic clustering algorithm may limit the performance of the KE method in this study, as the distinction between the clusters tends to become less clear near the origin.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have showed that Katz and eigenvector centrality provide strong indicators of modularity in networks and demonstrate how this fact can be leveraged for community detection. For undirected networks with sufficient modularity, the KE plot displays clusters aligned along distinct vectors. Clustering algorithms, such as the Radon transform approach used here, can then identify these clusters to assign community membership to each node.
This method was shown to detect communities with comparable modularity to that of pre-labeled "ground truth" communities in real world networks. In other real world networks without known node labels, the communities detected by the KE method were strongly assortatively mixed, suggesting well-performing community detection. In comparison to the existing Louvain community detection algorithm, we saw the runtime of the KE method as low as 0.02% of the Louvain runtime. Additionally, we saw that communities detected by the Louvain method support the KE plot representation of communities. And when the KE plot is used to refine the Louvain communities, modularity increases. Future work will investigate alternative clustering algorithms to better extract communities from the KE plot. One attractive method worth exploring is using the KE method to find an initial grouping of nodes to be improved upon by more traditional modularity maximization methods. Furthermore, the impact of edge weights on this method should be more closely understood, particularly for signed networks as well as directed networks.
